
 

 

 
 
 

 
Hey BACers 
 
This email is going out to ALL of our registered swimmers, including the Sauk groups that haven’t started yet, as well as 
the HS girl groups. 
 
First, a couple of reminders about BAC meets and USA Swimming Meets in general. 

• Right now, you can find our tentative 2021-22 SCY Meet Schedule posted under the ‘Meets’ tab on the far upper 
right of the front page of the website.  We’ll likely add a few meet opportunities for some swimmers, and of 
course we’re not 100% sure what competition will look like in 3-4 months.  But it should give you a pretty idea of 
what the competition schedule will look like this year. 

• We’ve also posted a brief ‘FAQ’ document about BAC meets and USA meets.  It likely won’t answer all of your 
questions, but should give new BAC families an idea of what meets are all about. 

• There are different meets for different populations on our team.  No swimmer does every meet, and different 
swimmers or groups might approach the same meet with different philosophies or goals.  The best resource for 
questions about specific meets is your swimmer’s lead coach.  They’ll often put a note about upcoming meets in 
a weekly email, and they would be the best person to ask any specific questions. 

• Sign-up for meets is all done through the Team Unify website.  Most of the time, swimmers sign up and are able 
to select their own events.  Some coaches – especially coaches of our older groups – might talk to swimmers 
beforehand about event selection or might adjust the events the swimmer selected.  If so, coaches 
communicate those changes to the individual swimmers before entries are fully finalized. 

• SWIMMERS NEED TO BE INVOLVED IN EVENT SELECTION!  Older swimmers should be picking their own events 
(along with our coaches), not having mom or dad pick their events for them.  This promotes a sense of their 
‘ownership’ in the sport.  Younger swimmers might need more assistance from an adult, but they should be 
involved in the process as well. 

• It might seem like a lot, especially to new BAC families, but we’ll take it one meet at a time and figure things out! 
 
Second, we have our first meets – the BAC SPOOKTACULR MEETS – posted on the web and open for sign up! 
 
Many USAS meets are multiple days, with swimmers competing either or both.  The Spooktacular is a little different in 
that it’s technically TWO separate meets – the ‘Age Group Spooktacular’ on Saturday 10/16, and the ‘Senior 
Spooktacular’ on Sunday 10/17. 
 
The Age Group Spooktacular is open to and appropriate for ANY AND ALL BACers.  It offers shorter events, with 10-under 
(likely mostly 9-10s, but technically open to younger as well) and 13-over events in the AM, and 8-under and 11-12 
events in the PM.  Swimmers may do up to 4 individual events, but many feel that 3 is more appropriate for a first meet.  
(There is a Medley Relay to start each session – those spots will be determined by coaches, so no need to sign up.) 
 
The Senior Spooktacular is technically open to any BACer, but is most appropriate for older or more experienced 
swimmers looking to compete in 100s and 200s.  Swimmers should select DIFFERENT events if they are doing both 
meets, and can reach out to their swimmer’s lead coaches with any questions. 
 
We hope that everyone is as excited as we are to be doing meets again!  The deadline for both meets is 10/05, but feel 
free to go in and sign up ASAP. 
 
Go BAC! 


